Section L – Lighting and Signals standard notes have been updated.

General

- Revised the order of the notes to match the order of the corresponding Standard Bid Item numbers.

Sheet L2

- Added a TAX LIABILITY note to account for materials furnished to SDDOT.
- Updated the email addresses in the SHOP DRAWING AND CATALOG CUTS SUBMITTALS note.
- Added additional language to the guidance for the REMOVE SIGNAL POLE note.
- Added additional language to the guidance for the REMOVE LUMINAIRE POLE note.

Sheet L3

- Added additional language to the SALVAGE SIGNAL EQUIPMENT note to indicate that the items to be salvaged are specified on the plans.
- Added guidance on when to use the INCIDENTAL WORK note.
- Split the POLES note into separate SIGNAL POLES and LUMINAIRE POLES notes.
- Revised the LUMINAIRES note to show how LED part numbers should be specified.
- Added Type XI as an alternate sheeting in the SIGNAL BACKPLATES note and added language allowing aluminum backplates.

Sheet L4

- Changed the required type of mounting hardware in the SURFACE MOUNTED JUNCTION BOX note.

Sheet L5

- Added the Miovision TrafficLink system to the VIDEO DETECTION note.
- Deleted the two-wire requirement from the ACCESSIBLE PEDESTRIAN SIGNAL note.
- Added TIP Indications’ product to the PEDESTRIAN PUSH BUTTON POLE note.
Sheet L6

- Added damage liability language to the INSTALL STATE FURNISHED SIGNAL POLE AND/OR LUMINAIRE POLE note.

- Added option text for including shop drawing information in the REMOVE AND RESET LUMINAIRE POLE note.

- Revised the REMOVE AND RESET SIGNAL POLE note to match the language of the REMOVE AND RESET LUMINAIRE POLE note.

Sheet L7

- Deleted specific anchor bolt dimensions in the REMOVE AND RESET PEDESTAL SIGNAL POLES and added bolt circle diameter as something to be included in the note.

- Added an EVP CONFIRMATION LIGHT note (for siren systems only).

The file “Section L – Lighting and Signals Notes” can be downloaded from [here](#).